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STUDIES OF IviENDELEVIUM ISOTOPES WITH 
MASS NUMBERS 248 THR)UGH 252* 

Pirkko Eskola 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 94720 

WMay 1972 

ABSTRACT 

Five isotopes of mendelevium, With mass numbers 248 through 252, were 

studied by neans of a-particle spectroscopy. The isotopes were produced by 

241 . 243 . 12 13 
bombarding Am · and Atn targets Wl.th C and C ions accelerated by the 

Berkeley HILAC. The half-lives of the nuclides and the energies of the main 

a-particle groups were observed to be: 

248Md 7±3 sec 8.32±0.02 MeV 

249 
Md. 24±4 sec 8.03±0.02 MeV 

250 . 
Md 52±6 sec 7-75±0.02 MeV 

. 25~ 4.0±0. 5 min 7.55±0.02 MeV 

252Md 2.3±0.8 min no a decay 

The a-particle energies of 245E 246E d s, s, an 247E s, produced mainly by (HI,axr:i) 

reactions, were measured to be 7. 73±0.02, 7 •36±0.03, and 7 .31±0.03 MeV, respectively, 

and the half-lifeof 247Es was found to be 4.7±0.3 min. Excitation curves for 

producing the Md isotopes and some other activities are presented. Estimates 

for the EC branching of the Md isotopes are given. a-decay hindrance factors 

were calculated using the spin-independent equations of Preston. The a-d.ecay 

energy systematics of the mendelevium isotopes is discussed. 
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I. INTROIXJCTION 

The only study of light mendelevium isotopes with A<254, before the 

present work,was done by D:>nets et. al.. 1 in 1965. By bombarding a 238u 

target with 19F ions they were able to produce and identify 252Md, which 

decayed by .electron capture With a, half-life of about 8 min. They also established . 
the excitation function for the reaction 238u(19F, 7n)25°Md by observing the 

2~ 2~ a decay of. Fm, which was assumed to be formed mainly from ~ by electron 
250 

capture. They did not report any decay characteristics for Md. 

In the present 'work, five isotopes of mendeleVium, with masses 248 

through 252, were observed and studied by means of a-particle spectroscopy. 

The mas~ assignments of the isotopes were based on excitation-function measure-
I 

menta, on cross-bombardment techniques and on studies of genetic links to 

previously known isotopes of Fm and Es. 

h h t i ti Of 245E 246E d More precise values for t e decay c a:rac er s cs s 1 . s, an 
.. ···#· 

247Es were also obtained as a by-product of the study of Mi isotopes. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL 

. 241 . 243 
A 75~g Am and a 44~g Am target were used in most of the bombardments. 

Both targets were prepared by a molecular plating methOd and deposited on a 

I 2 . 8 2 12 13 2.5-mg em Be foil in an area of 0.1 em • Either C or C beams accelerated 

by the Berkeley heavy ion linear accelerator were used in most of the experiments. 

Beams of 3-~1 measured as fully stripped ions,were typically passed through 

the targets. The energy of the 10.4 MeV/nucleon particles was ·adjusted by a 

stack of Be metal-foil degraders and measured by a solid-state detector 

0 intercepting particles scattered from the target at an angle of 30 • 

The reaction recoils from the target were stopped ih helium gas in a 
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small chamber next to the target. The rapidly flowing gas then carried the 

recoils through a small orifice into a rough vacuum. to be collected on: a vertically 

mounted wheel. The wheel was periodically rotated to place the collected 

transmutation products next to a series of peripherally mounted Si-Au surface-
l 

barrier d.etectors in order to measure their a-particle spectra. There were 

seven detector stations arranged equidistantly at 45° intervals around the wheel. 

At each detector station there were four detectors: two movable (parent) 

detectors which alternately faced the wheel, and·two stationary (daughter) 

detectors to alternately face the mother detectors when they were shuttled off 

the wheel. By this arrangement genetically related a activities could be 

separated from one another and detected at high efficieLcy. A schematic 

representation of the arrangement ot the 28 detectors around the vertical 

Wheel and in each individual station is shown in the recent publication on 

lawrencium isotOpes by K. Eskola et. al. 2 · 

a-decay events recorded by the detectors were amplified by modular units 

developed in our laboratory, processed by a PDP-9 computer and stored on IBM 

tape. The 512-channel a-particle spectra covered the range from 6 to 12 MeV~ 

SJ:ontaneous-fission discriminators were set to detect pulses greater than 30 MeV 

in each detector. Both the wheel-stepping and the shuttle period were independently 

diVided into four time subgroups of equal length. Besides the pulse height 

and the event ti~e, a detector identification signal, .as well as signals indicating 

the prevailing shuttle condition and pertinent time subgroup, were stored by 

the computer. D9.ta processing, such as spectrum fitting, normalizing the gain 

on the detectors, and sorting of the data was done off line by either the 

PDP-9 or COC-6600 computers. 

J, 
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III. RESULTS 

1. 250Md, 25~, and 252Md 

243 . 13 . 12 . 
In bombardments of the Am target with C and C 1ons two new a 

activities were observed: a 7.75-MeV, 52-sec activity which was assigned 

250 · · . · 25L _ 
to Md and a 7·55~MeV, 4.0-m.in activity assigned to f-/Jd. The a-particle 

spectra displayed in Fig. 1 resulted from a bombardment of 243.Am target With 

88-MeV 13c ions and were recorded by the movable detectors when facing the 

wheel. The SAMro computer program3 was used to determine the energies and 

relative intensities of the a-particle groups• The 7 .136-MeV peak of 214
Ra 

2~ . • . • 
and the. 7·439-MeV peak df .Fm were:used~for both shape and energy calibration. 

250 ·. . 
Md. has a complex a-particle spectrum With a prominent group at 7.75 MeV 

(1\111 7afo) and a smaller group at 7.82 MeV ("" 30%). The, 7 .55-MeV group belongs to 

250 250 . 2 5~. Fm is present in the spectra because the odd-odd Md minly 

undergoes electron capture (EC) arid 25°Fm recoils accumulate on the wheel and ·,., 

on the detectors facing the wheel. The cross section for direct formation of 

25°Fm is of the order of lO'{o or less of the cross section for the 243Am(13c, 6n) 

250 Md reaction. 

due to electron 

Similarly, the appearance of 
252

Fm in the spectra is mainly 

capture in 252Md. The other activities (em, Cf) present. were 

accumulated on the wheel and on the detectors during earlier unrelated bombard-

ments or were induced by a lead impurity in the target (Po, Rri, Ra). The 6.63-

MeV peak is mainly due to 253Es contamination in ·the measuring system.·. 

The spectra recorded by the same detectors while not facing the wheel, 

combined with spectra from the stationary detectors facing them, are shown in 

F'ig. 2. The spectrum recorded by the seventh station was omitted because of 

difficulties in lining up the spectra from different detectors. The 6.757-MeV 

2~ . . 2~ 
peak of Cf and the 7 .439-MeV peak of · Fm were used for shape and energy 

calibration. 
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250 . 
In these "daughter" spectra the Fm peak appears to decay .with the 

.. 
sane 50-se<?. half-life as the 7. 75-MeV peak in the ''parent" spectra (Fig. 1) 

confi rmin~,'·t.he assignment of the 7. 75-Me V act:i. vi ty to 
2 50Md. The a-decay · 

250 246 . . 
daughter of Md, Es, is not seen in the spectra because of the small a 

250 . . 246 
branching of both M:i and Es. Forthe same reason neither the electron-

capture nor the a-d~cay daughter of 25~ appears as a distinct peak in 

the spectra: the a branching of 25~m is about 1'f,
4 

and that of 247Es about 

5 ·. 252 .. .· 252 
7%. The 7 .04-MeV Fm peak is due to electron capture of Mi. · Because 

252 .. 
of the long half-life of Fm most .of the counts in 7.04..;MeV peak originate 

252 13 . from . Md produced in previous bombardments with C ions. The decay curve 

252 . . . . . 
of the Fm in daughter spectra combined from four bombardments With 72-88 MeV 

13c ions is plotted in Fig. 3. A value of 14o±50 sec is derived for the half

life of 252Md by a· least-squares analysis. This is considerably shorter than· 

the 8-min valUe repc>rted by D:>nets et. al. 
1 

Further evidence for the suggested mass assignments of Md isotopes was 

furnished by excitation function studies. Fig. 4a shows the excitation curves 

derived from parent spectra and Fig. 4b those from daughter spectra produced 

in bombardments of 243
Am with 13c ions. The excitation curves in Fig. 4b · 

have been corrected With geometry and time factors to make them comparable 

With the curves in Fig. 4a. The excitation function for the 7·55-MeV activity 

reaches its maximum at about 78 MeV which is consistent With the assumption 

that the activity is produced by the 243Am (13c, 5n)25~ reaction.6 Unfor

tunately, no bombardments were performed With energies higher than 88 MeV. One 

can only assume that the excitation curve for the 7-75-MeV activity reaches 

.. 
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its maximum at about 88 MeV which would be in agreement with Sikkeland's 

calculations
6 

for the 243Am( 13c, 6n)
250

Md reaction. The fact that in both 

Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b the excitation curves for the 7.44-MeV activity have the 

sa~e shape and apparently reach their maxima at the same energy as the excitation 

function for the 7. 75-MeV activity support the assignment of the 7.44-MeV activity 

to the daughter of the 7. 75-MeV ac~ivity. There were only two useful measure

ments for the excitation curve of the 7.04,;.MeV daughter activity. In Fig. 4b 

the two points are presented as open circles •. Their relative values are 

consistent With the parent activity being produced by the 243Am(13c, 4n)252Md 

reaction. 

The a activities assigned to 250Md and 25~ were also produced by 

243 . 12 bombarding a Am target Wl. th C ions. The spectra were closely related . 

to those in Fi~s ~ 1 and 2. The main differences were the appearance of a 

7 .31-MeV activity in parent spectra and. the almost complete disappearance 

of the 7.04-MeV activity in daughter spectra. The latter was explained by 

the relatively small cross section of the (12c, 3n) reaction at this energy. 

247 ' ' 
The 7 .,3:-:-.rev activity belonged to Es which was predominantly produced by 

the (:.2.:_, a 4n) reaction. Again, in daughter· spectra the 7 .44-MeV activity 

deca.:,-e::. .. .:. tb. the same apparent half-life as the 7. 75-MeV activity in parent 

spec":!"a i:ldicating a parent-daughter relationship. 

Excitation curves for the activities in parent and daughter spectra 

fror:1 bo::lbardments of 243Am with 
12

c ions are presented. in Fig. 5. Black 

circles mark the yield for the 7·55-MeV peak which has two sources. The 

excitation curve for the first activity contributing to the peak reaches its 

maxi.mun at 71 MeV and supports the assumpti'on that the activity is produced 
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by the 243Am(12c, 4n) 25~ reaction. The second activity 249 is Fm produced 

. 249 
both as the electron-capture daughter of Md and by the 

12 
( C, p5n) reaction. 

The 7. 75-MeV peak is also composed of two activities. The excitation curve 

for the first activity reaching its maximum at 81 MeV is consistent with 

the activity being pri>dhced by the (
12c, 5n) reaction. The shape of the 

., 
curve was taken from the excitation curve of the 7.44-MeV daughter activity 

in Fig. 5b. Also, in Fig. 5a, the excitation curve for the 7.44-MeV activity 

has its maximum at 81 MeV. The behavior of these excitation curves is in 

accordance With the assignment of the 7·75.,.MeV, 52-sec activity to 250Md. 

245 The second activity contributing to the 7·75-MeV peak is Es, the a-decay 

daughter of the 8.03-MeV, 24-sec activity assigned to 249Md. The excitation 

curve for the 8.03-MeV activity reaches a maximum at about 91 MeV, which is 

taken as evidence that the activity is a product of the 
24

3Am(12c, 6n)249Md. 

reaction. In the daughter spectra there is a 7•73-MeV activity assigned 

to 245Es, which apparently decays With the same 24-sec half-life as the 

8.03-:,:ev activity in parent spectra. As seen in Fig. 5b the excitation 

cur,: ::J:r this activity also reaches its maximum at about 91 MeV and gives 

fu::"::::.::r :;::::-:>of for a parent-daughter relationship between the 8.03-MeV and 

the ;.-:-:-?·:ev activities. In Fig. 5a, the excitation curve for 247Es has a 

12 
ma.xir::..:.=. at about 85 MeV, a value expected for the ( c, a4n) reaction. 

7ne a-activities assigned to 250Md and 25~ were also produced by 

240 15 
bombarding a Pu target with N ions. From data taken at only two 

bombardment energies, we concluded that the 7·55-MeV, 4-min a~activity 

. i 
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belongs to a heavier isotope of Md than the 7. 75-MeV, 52-sec a-acti vi tyo 

In our study of Lr isotopes,
2 

tentative evidence was obtained for the 

7-55-MeV, 4-min a-activity to be the daughter of 255Lr. 

2. . 248m and 249Md 

241 12 . 
In bombardments of the Am target With C ions two new a activities 

were observed: a 8.32-MeV, 7-sec. activity assigned to 248Md, and a 8.03-MeV, 

24-sec activity which was also observed in bombardments of 
24

3Am With 12c ions 

an"d which was assigned to 249Md. The a-particle spectra displayed in Fig. 8 

. 241 . 12 
were combined. from four bombardments of Am W1 th 75 to 91-MeV C ions and 

were recorded by the movable detectors while facing the wheel. The energies 

and relative intensities of the a-particle groups were d.etermined w1 th the 
. 3 - . 214 

help of the SAMPO computer program. The 7.136-MeV peak of Ra and the 8.03-

249 . 
MeV peak of the new isotope Mi were used for shape calibration. The latter 

peak was chosen because the other a-particle groups were either too l-realt or 

had too strong a contribution from nearby a-particle groups. The energy value 
. 4 

of 8.03-MeV for 
2 9Md was chosen to give correct energies for the known a-

particle groups. 

248
Md has a similar complex a-particle spectrum as 250Md. Besides 

I 

the 8.32-MeV l.llSin a-particle group (- 75%) there is another group (- 25%) at 

2~ . . 
abJut 8.36 MeV. Fm is present in the spectra mainly as the electron-capture 

248 . 245 
daug...'lter of Mel. T'ae 7. 73-MeV a-particle group is predoiJUnantly due to Es, 

which is produced partly by the (
12c, a4n) reaction and partly as the a-decay 

249 ' daughter of Md. A small fractio!l ( <3%) of the 7. 73-Me V a-particle group is 

due to 
250

Md. The 7.36-MeV activity belongs to 
246

Es which is produced by the 

(1:: ") ) . 244 , C, ac.Jn reactlon. Most of the 7.21-MeV . Cf is produced directly in 

bJmbardments, although some of it is present as a descendant 
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248 244 of Md and Es. The longer-lived component in the 7 .14-Me V a-particle 

group belongs to 
245

cf, the EC daughter of 24~s. The o~igin of the other 

a-particle groups_was explained in the connection With Fig. 1. 
. . ·'' . ' 

The combin~d spectra recorded by the sa.me detectors as in Fig. 6 but in the 

off-wheel position,and by the stationary detectors facing them,are shown in 
- 246 . .· .· 248 . 

Fig. 7. The 6. 757-MeV peak of . Cf and. the 7.87-MeV peak of Fm were used 

for calibration. 
248 . . . 

The Fm peak seems to decay with the same half-life as 

the 8.32-MeV peak in the parent spectra (Fig. 6) supporting· the assignnent of 
2hR- -- . 248 244 

the 8-32-MeV activity to ·-Md. The 0:-d.ecay daughter of Md, Es, is not 

seen in the spectra because it has been found to decay predominantly by electron 

7 . 248 - 244 
capture. However, the granddaughter of Md, the 7.21-MeV .cf, is clearly 

248 EC 248 0: 244 . · 249 
visible. It is mostly produced via· Md-- Fm- Cf. For Md both the 

245 O:-decay daughter, the 7. 73-l-feV Es, and the electron-capture daughter, the 

2~ . 2~ . 
7.54-MeV Fm, are seen in Fig. 7• Also the granddaughter of Md, the 7.14-MeV 

245cf, is present in the spectra. 25°Fm, the electron-capture daughter of 

has an apparent half-life of about 10 sec instead of 50 sec. This is 

beca:.L.S-:: t~e 25°Fm activity was mainly residue from previous experiments where 

the ~~~::-stepping interval was 20 sec instead of 4 sec. 

:-.=-:her support of the mass assignments given to the Md isotopes was 

obta~~~i from excitation function studies. The excitation curves in Fig. Ba are for 

the a.c":i-;i. ties in parent spectra and those in Fig. 8b for the daughter activities 

produced. in bombardments of 241Am with 12c ions. In Fig. 8a the 

exci ts.tion curves for the 8.03- and 8.32-MeV activities reach their maxima 

at about 72 and 81 MeV, respectively, Which is consistent With the activities being 

241 12 249 241 12 248 6 
produced by Am( c, 4n) Md and Am( c, 5n) Md reactions, respectively. 

In Fig. 8b, 245 249 the excitation curves for Es and Fm indicate that the 8.03-MeV 

activity is a precursor for both of the~, and the excitation curve ~or 248rm 
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supports the parent-daughter relati::mship between the 8.32-MeV activity and 

248 8a 245 . Fm. In Fig. , the excitation curve for Es has been split into two 

comp::ments, because 245Es is present both as· the daughter of 
249

Md and as a 

result of the (12c, a4n) reaction. The shape of the former component has been 

assu;ned to be the same as that of the excitation curve for the 8.03-MeV · 

acti,~ty. However, at the lowest,bombarding energy, 66.5 MeV, the 7·73-MeV 

activity is mainly due to 250Md produced by the· (12c,. 3n) re~ction. At 

higher energies the contribution of 
250

Md to this component is of the order 

of 10%. The second component reaching its maximum at about 85 MeV is in 

accordance With the activity being produced by the (12c, a4n) reaction. 

In their study of Es isotopes Mikheev et. al.,. 5 reported the same a-
. 2~ . 2~ . 

particle energy value of 7·33±0.03 MeV for both Es and Es. In the 

present work the a-particle energy of 2~Es was measured to be 7.36±0.03 MeV 
. . 

and that of 247Es,. 7.31±0.03 MeV. The activities were produced by 241Am(12c, 

a3n)
246

Es and 
241

Am(
12c, Ct2n)247Es reactions. The 50-keV difference in energy 

values I:IB.de it possible to get separate excitation functions, presented in 

Fig. 3a.,. for these activities. The separation was done manually u,sing the 

sr.a:;;r= ~-: the 7.136-MeV 
214

Ra. peak for shape calibration. 

3. :-::..::...: -:ife Information 

~e half-life of 252Md was discussed earlier in Sec. III-1. The decay 

curves ~or the other Md isotopes studied in this work are presented in Fig. · 9· 

Open circles are used for the parent a activity to mark the number of counts 

at ea~h of the. seven detector stations recorded by the movable detectors when 

facing the wheel; the closed circles for the daughter a activity show 

the nUffiber of cotmts recorded by the same detectors when in the off-wheel 

position combined With the counts rec;orded by the_ stationary detectors facing 
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"':.h=::. :ne parent-daughter pair involved-in each case is indic:ated on top 

o: ea~:'l section of Fig. 9. In Fig. 9a the same spedra as in Figs. 6 and 7 

¥e~ ~sed. By quadrants of the 120-sec shuttle period, the daughter counts 

a~e distributed as 53, 26, 8 and 3 giving a half-life of 24±7 sec for the 

da·..:.ghter• This half-life is somewhat shorter than the reported value of 38±4 

2 ~ 248 sec .~.or Fm. The data points ~n Fig. 9b. are based on a series of bombardments 

of 
241

Am With 
12c ions. The distribution of dalighter counts by quadrants of 

the 120-sec shuttle period is 40, 291 20, and 16, which gives a half-life of 

65±35 sec for the daughter. This half-life' is in accordance With-the reported 

vah.;.e5of 1.33±0.15min for 245Es·. The decay curies in Figs. ·:.9c and 9d are 

based on bombardments of 243Am With 
12c ions. In Fig. 9c : the distribution 

of the daughter counts by quadrants of the 12-min shuttle periOd is 127, 1251 

93 ~~d 93, which gives a daughter half-life of 17±12 min for the 30-min 25°Fm. 

3ecause both the a-decay and the EC daughter of 25~ mainly undergo EC themselves514 

it was not possible to obtain a daughter decay curve in Fig. 9d· From the 

sa::e spectre. as used for Fig. 9d a half-life value of 4. 7±0.3 min was derived 

. 
' ..... ..:.-'= :::-::-o::1 Captlire Bra."lching Ratios 

::: .:;rd_er to get estimates for the EC branching of Md isotopes, it 

;.ra.s ::.-:: ~=s.:a.ry to determine the transfer efficiency €r of the EC daughter atoms 

o:1".::::: -=~= detectors relative to that of the a-decay recoils. This was done 

bj' ~o:::::p<:.ring the ratio of EC-daughter counts in daughter and parent spectra 

(-:J/TE ):::;·:: to the calculated ratio (D/DP)100%' where €r was assumed to be 10~. 

In 
243

.:.n bombardments, where the wheel was biased negatively by lOV relative 

to the <ietectors, the value er = 15% was obtained for 25°Fm recoils. In all. 
2:.:., 

-~~ bo~bardments the wheel was biased positively by lOV but the timing conditions 
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were such that the ratio (D/DP) 100% could not be calculated accurately. 

. 243 . . 13 
However, in an exper1ment, where a Am target was bombarded by C ions and a 

. 250 
bias voltage of +lOV was applied, it was found. that Er for · Fm recoils 

increased by a factor of two relative to the case of -~OV bias voltage. 

248 241 
Accordingly, a value Er = 30% was assumed for the Fm recoils in Am 

bombardments. 

By comparing the experimental ratio (D/P)EC with the calculated. ratio 

(D/P\oCJ% (D = number of Fm-daughter counts in daughter spectra, P:::: number 

of Ivld-parent ·counts in parent spectra) anci using the values Er = 15% and 

Er = 30%, respectively, values of 94-±J~ and 80±10% were obtained for EC 

branchings of 250
Mi and 

248
M:i. The EC branchings of 25~ and 

249Md could not 

be derived in the same fashion, because the a-decay branchings of 25~m and 
249 251- 4 . 249 .· . 

Fm are small and poorly known (about 1% for -7~ and unreported for Fm). 

However, coarse estimates can be made on the basis of observed reaction cross 

sections. In Fig. 4a, the maxima of the excitation curves for 25~ and 25°Md 

correspond to absolute. cross sections of 160nb and 50nb, respectively. By 

co~~~-~~ the ratio of these values to the ratio of measured (HI,5n)- and 

(n:,E~ -~~ction cross sections for Cf and Lr isotopes9' 2 it can be deduced 

th~~ :~e :c branching of 25~ is about the same or higher than that of 25°Md. 

If ba~~ ~sotopes had the same EC branching of 94~, the cross section of 243Am 

(13c: 5::1) 25~ reaction would be 2.7 ~J.b and that of 243Am(13c, 6n)250Md reaction 

0. 76 j.l b. A similar comparison between the cross sections for 249Md and 248Md 

in Fig. 8a and the measured (HI, 4n)- and (HI, 5n)-reaction cross sections for 

Cf a.'1d I'Jo isotopes9' 10 leads to a conclusion that the EC branching of 249Md 

is about the same or less than that of 248Md-. If the EC branching were the 

same (80)) for both isotopes, the cross section of 241Am(12c, 4n)249Md reaction 
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would be 0.42 llb and that of 
241

Am(
12c, 5n)

248
Md reaction 0.07 !lb. With the above 

assumptions, in bombardments of a 243Am target with 12c ions (Fig. 5a) the 

cross sections for 4n, 5n, and 6n reactions would be 2.8, 1.4, and 0.55 !lb, 

respectively. 

On the basis of ~.l:te excitation functions shown in Fig. ·8 it is possible to get 

an estimate for the ECb~~cbing of 245Es·. If 245Es did not decay by EC at all, 
~ . 

' 249 . . ' 24 . 
the maxima of the excitation curves of .Md in F.ig •. Sa and ~s in Ftig. 8b 

. 4 
should have the saroo value. Since the maximum value of the 2 5Es excitation curve is 

about 4()1,£ of the maximum value of the 249Md. excitation curve:, the EC branching 

245 . . 4 
Bs is about 6()1,£. This is considerably smaller than the value 83±

3
1o reported 

by Mikheev et. al. 5 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The experimental results obtained. in this study are summarized in Table 

I. The halt-life values are mostly averages from several bombardments or 

series of bombardments. In each case the halt-life was determined by a 

least-squares analysis, with error limits set equal to twice the standard 

devi.<::::.a:: of the fit. Thus the error estimates for the half-lives given in 

Tab~2 : s_-e consistent with each other. The contribution of systematic errors 

was ~:.~=:.:~t to estimate, but it was expected to be small compared to that of 

stat:.s:::.::a~ errors. In the case of the o:-particle energies the uncertainty is 

mostl:.- ~u.sed by calibration errors. The peaks used for calibration were mentioned 

in co::r:~::tion with each spectrum in Section III. Equalizing the gains and 

thresholds in all of the 28 detectors was done prior to an experiment using 

pulse generators calibrated by the· 6.640-MeV o:-particle group of 253Es samples. 

Further gain matching of the spectra was done during the data handling phase of the .. 
COC 6600 computer using Paatero's me~hod. 11 
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The a-decay hindrance factors vrere calculated using the 'spin-independent 

12 
( l='J) eq'..lB.tions of Preston. This formalism was chosen because it is widely 

used and thus facilitates the comparisons with hindrance factors calculated 

by others. The radius parameter R was chosen to decrease fran 9.45 fm for 

248z.rd, in 0.05-fm decrements, to 9.30 fm for 25~. The choice was based on 

the general trend among the R valtles for even-even Cf and. Fm O:-emi tters W1 th 

neutron number less than 152. In the hindrance factor calculations the values 

Bo% and 94% were used. for the EC branchings of 249Ma and 25~, respectively, 

249 250 25~-The hindrance factors of the main a-particle groups of Md, Md, and r.H 

indicate that the transitions are favored. 

a-decay energies of the heaviest elements as a function of neutron 

number are plotted in Fig. 10. This figure was already presented in our 
. . 2 
paper on Lr isotopes. The present data on 0:-decay energies of Mel isotopes 

were previewed in that paper and some systematic features were indicated. In 

Fig. 10, the black circles either correspond to the most energetic known ex

particle group or mark the values estimated by Wapstra et a1.13 With errors 

le.;;s ~:~ 40 keV, the open circles mark estimated values based on systematics 

( cf. - -.: -:;. 4 in Ref. 13). For Md isotopes both the experimental and the 

es".:~-;:-::;;-:. ·values have been plotted to show that the observed a-decay energies 

are c:~~s~ently lower than the estimated. ones by some 300 keV. The only 

exce~r'::.:>::s are 255Md, where a r-ray of energy 430±40 keV was identified in 

c:>inc:.de~ce with the main a-particle group, 14 and. 256Md, where a weak ex

particle group has been observed with an energy that agrees With the estimate •15 

This p'he~omenon can be understood in terms of the single-particle level scheme 

of Nilsson et. a1.
16 

According to the scheme there is a fairly large gap 

between the 7/2- [514~] state available for the lOlst proton and the 7/2+ [633t] 

state available for the 99th proton. 0:-d.ecay from the 7/2- [514"-] state, the 
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predicted ground state of odd Md isotopes, to the 7/2+[633t J state, the grotmd 

state of off Es isotopes, is greatly hindered because of a change of both 

parity and relative orientation of the projection of intrinsic spin.17 Tb.ere

fore· ~he favored alpha decay from the 7/2-(514~] state of Md to the same state 

in Es is !Illlch preferred even if the level in the latter lies several hundreds 

of keV above the grotmd state. 

Log-ft values of the EC ·transitions can be estimated by using the 

observed half-life values and the EC~ecay energies from the binding-energy 

systematics of Wapstra et. a1.13 for 252Md, 25~, and 250Md, and extrapolated 

values for 
24

9Md and 
248

Md. The log-ft values between 4.5 and. 5.4 which were 

obtained for these isotopes are unnusua.lly low for the heavy element region 

and thus difficult to explain in terms of the single-particle level scheme of 

Nilsson et. al. 

I am greatly indebted to my colleagues Albert Ghio~o, Matti Nurmia1 

and Kari Eskola for their kind and extensive cooperation in carrying out the 

experi~entse Also, I want to express·my appreciation of the expert help 

give:::-_ ~:r the HILAC crew. 
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Table I. Summary of experimental results. 

-
a-particle EC a-decay 

Half-life energy Intensity CX+EC hindrance Ways of production 
(MeV) (1>) ( 1>) factor 

248~ 7±3 sec 8 .• 32±0 .02 -75 80±10 22 241Am + 12c 

8.36±0.03 -25 .· 88 

249Md 24±4 sec 8.03±0.02 100 < 5 ,., :- .··,: '. 

241Am + 12c 

.. :•_:-~-
243Am + 12c 

250Md 52±6 sec 7.·75±0.02 -10 94±3 4 240Pu + 15N 
t 

241Am + 160 7.82t0.03 -30 18 

243Am .+ 12c, 13c . I .... 
0' 
I 

25~ 4.0±0.5 min 7-55±0.02 100 > 2 240Pu + 15N -
243Am + 12c, 13c 

252Md 2.3±0~8 min 

245Es 7·73±0.02 100 60±10 241A 12c . m+ 

246 . 
Es 1·36±0.03 100 241Am + 12c 

247Es 4 •. 7±0.3 min 7-31±0.03 100 241A · 12c . m + 

243Am + l2c 

.. - -·---- ··--··· _; ... - -- --··--·-·----- ---·--------- -·-·-- ---
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1 
243 A series of a-particle spectra produced by a bombardment of Am with 

l3C ions. The individual spectra show the total of counts recorded 

at each of the seven stations by the two movable detectors when facing 

the wheel. The sum of the seven spectra is plotted topmost. These 

spectra are called the "parent" spectra. The wheel-stepping interval, 
~ 

the integrated beam reading, and the bombardment energy a~ indicated 

in the figure. 

Fig. 2 A series of a-particle spectra resulting from the sare bombardment of 

243Am with l3c ions as the spectra in Fig. 1, but recorded by the 

detectors in the off-wheel position ("daughter" spectra). The arrange-

ment of the spectra and the data pertinent to the bombardment correspond 

to those in Fig. 1. The seventh station was left out because of problems 

in adjusting the energy scale. 

Fig. 3 ~cay of the 7 .04-MeV a-particle group of 252Fm in "daughter" spectra 

combined 
243 . 13 

from four bombardments of Am w:1 th 72-88 MeV C ions. 

The error bars indicate an uncertainty of one standard deviation. 

Fig. ' ~-cdtation curves for some activities produced in bombardments of 243Am 

...:.~h 13c ions. The upper part displays the excitation curves for the 

=-~":!.vities in "parent" spectra and the lower part those for the 

activities in "daughter" spectra. The curves in Fig. 4b have been 

CJrrected for geometry and time factors to make them comparable with 

the curves in Fig. 4a. The error bars indicate an uncertainty of one 

standard deviation; where no error bars are marked the uncertainty is 

close to the size of the point showing the experimental result. 

Fig. 5 Excitation curves for some activiti'es produced in the bombardments of 
24

3Am w:L th 12c ions. For further details see the caption of Fig. 4. 
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Fig• 6 A series of a-particle "parent" spectra prOduced by bombardments of 

241Am with 
12c ions. Both the arrangement of the spectra and the data 

pertinent to the bombard~nts correspond to those in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 7 A series of aMparticle "daughter" spectre. resulting f'rom the same 

241 12 11 II t bombardments of' Am with C ions as the parent ·spec ra in Fig. 6. 

Both th~ arrangement of' the spectra and the data pertinent to the 

~< ..,. . . . 
bombardment correspond to· ,those in Fig. 1 • 

. ' 

Fig. 8 Excitation curves. f'or some activities produced in the bombardments of' 

241 12 . 
Am With C ions. For further details see· the ·caption of' Fig. 4. 

248 249 250 25~ Fig. 9 Lecay curves for. CX-decay of' Md1 . Md, Md, and 1ti in "parent" 

spectra. and their daughter activities in corresponding "daughter" 

spectra. The parent:.daughter pair envolved in each case is written 

on top of' each section. Open circles denote the parent a activity, 

black circles the daughter a-activity. 

Fig. 10 o:-decay energy as a function of' neutron number. The black circles 

either correspond :to the highest known a-particle group or mark the 

V"-lues estimated by Wapstra et. a1.13 with errors less than 40 keV1 

-:::e open circles mark estimated values based on systematics (cf'. Fig. 

:_ in Ref'. 13). 
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